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enter
influencer
marketing

a person or group that has the ability to
influence the behaviour or opinions of
others (Cambridge Business Dictionary)
someone engaging in influencer
marketing: 'the act of a marketer
identifying and engaging influencers to
share information with influencees in
pursuit of a business goal' (Word of
Mouth Marketing Association)
depends on platform (see the Dutch
Social Code referring to 'Youtubers';
Instagram refers to 'creators', etc.)
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commercial speech 

monetization is changing the nature of speech 
not a triangle anymore - Balkin, 2018: nation states, companies,
users (e.g. citizens, legacy media, NGOs) 
creating new financial incentives for decentralized participation
in social networks 



consumer issues (first wave)



advertising law
disclosures 
Unfair Commercial Practices Directive/FTC Guidelines 
legal definition of an influencer as a professional? (Riefa, 2019)
CJEU Case C-105/17 Komisia za zashtita na potrebitelite v
Kamenova [2018] ECR 2018/0



consumer issues (second wave)



3 PROJECTS

w  Adrien Dubois & 
Thales Bertaglia

CONTROVERSY

How is controversy
monetized, and what
strategies of self-moderation
do creators use? Case study
on Lovely Peaches,
annotating 2 weeks of her
Instagram posts. 

consumer fraud 

w Thales Bertaglia & Jerry
Spanakis 

ENFORCEMENT

How can we use NLP to detect
advertising language? Focus on
easy to identify business models
(e.g. affiliate marketing) &
establish correlating factors (e.g.
tagging business accounts) 

monitoring un/disclosed ads

w Giovanni De Gregorio

POLITICAL SPEECH

Social media platforms are
banning political ads (in ad
archives) at a time when
influencer marketing is on the
rise: Bloomberg meme
campaign, Rezo on climate
change, Trump Goya photo.

undisclosed political ads  



additional research needs



other issues

deplatforming;
demonetization;
content moderation.

PRIVATE ORDER SANCTIONS 

influencers promoting own brands (no payment but benefit)

CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 

using cancel culture as a demonetization strategy 

UNFAIR COMPETITION




